Our charter for the environment
Camping Le jardin de Sully
To the attention of our customers and staff.

We are pleased to welcome you on our camping site.
Respect and protection of the environment is one of our major concerns in the management of this
camping site.To meet this commitment, multiple actions have been implemented in order to preserve
the natural environment of this camping site and the well-being of all.It is essential for us to limit the
impact the development of our activity could have on the environment.
We invite you to consult this charter that introduces you to our various environmental actions and how
you can, during your stay or your mission here, take part in our efforts.
Our commitment for the environment :
• Energy : our movements within the site are done as often as possible on electric carts or scooters.
• Water :we collect rainwater to water plantations and to provide water for sanitary facilities.
• waste:we sort our waste, limit packagings and avoid excessive use.
• Maintenance : we favor labelled green products, or products with soft chemistry , or devices for steam
cleaning anduse the most modern materials for the wiping of surfaces and windows to minimize the use
of products or wiping papers.
• Biodiversity:the maintenance of green spaces is pesticide freeand we use environment-friendly
products.

Specific actions to reach our goal :














Almost all of our taps are equipped with push-buttons in order to control water consumption ;
Most of our light bulbs have been replaced with energy-saving bulbsand at least 50% of them
are energy class A or A+. We have replaced the urban lighting by low consumption bulbs. We
set up motion detectors in order to limit excessive lighting ;
There is a recycling area at the entrance of the site (glass,plastic, papers…)near the garden a
composter is at your disposalfor the organic waste ;
The majority of our documents are digitized to favor electronic correspondence (the sending of
contracts, price rates and brochures is essentially done by e-mail) ;
Water and electricity meters are read every month by the campsite management to better
manage consumptionand perform a comparative assessment from one year to the other;
The maintenance of green spaces is pesticide free and we use environment-friendly products ;
We only use washable sheets ;
We also favour the planting of local plant species ;
When it is necessary, watering is done very early and in a reasoned way ; we don't water the
lawn;
The heating in the common rooms and the reception is limited to 19°C ;
A bicycle rental service is at your disposal at the reception to allow our visitors to move around
and visit the surroundings ecologically ;
Our teams move mainly with scooters or electric carts to minimize carbon footprint.

Thank you for participating with us in these efforts. Nature also will thank you

A few things you can do for the planet :
During your stay there are a few things you can do to take part in our efforts. Let us give you afew
examples :







Energy :please switch off the light when you leave the common rooms or your rental. Don't
leave windows or doors open when the heating is on ;
Water :please report any leaks to us. Control water flow. Don't drop in the toilets anything that
could pollute or damage the installations ;
Waste :put recyclable waste(as they are - not in bags)in the yellow containers in the recycling
area at the entrance of the campsite. Do not throw on the ground cigarette ends, papers or
other garbage. Put hazardous waste(batteries or bulbs) at the reception and the rest goes into
the green containers ;
Maintenance : use the household products with an ecolabel at your disposal in the rentals.
Transport :try non-polluting means of transport on the campsite : bicycle, golf cart (for
authorized personnel). Holidaymakers will find information at the reception
- On the hikes
- On bus timetables to reach the cities where you can take the train
- On the areas for carpooling
In the same approach, do not leave your engine running when you stop .

There's no holiday for the environment !

Thank you for participating with us in these efforts. Nature also will thank you

